«Firenze online 2022» International Music Competition
3rd edition
The Competition, promoted by HARMONIA Association and EMOZIONOTE Associ
ation is direct to soloists and groups.
Rules :
how to participate by subject to availability of places
Registration for the competition is done by sending to
concorsofirenzeonline@gmail.com:
1.a shortvideo of the performance (in live mp4 without cuts and declaring the additio
n of digital tracks)
2. the receipt of the payment of the registration fee soloist €22, duo €15 everybody,
trio and group €10 everybody on the account: Associazione Harmonia swift
UNCRITM1F97 IBAN IT50Q0200837831000105411922
3. the registration form (for less than 18 signed by parents). Sending is equivalent to
a release to the publication of the video for all the institutional purposes of the
competition.
Sending is equivalent to a release for the publication of the video for all purposes
of the competition.
Musical genre: none excluded
Categories:- Children up to 9 years old - Juniors 10 to 13 - Boys 14 to 17
Adults over 18
The first selection is to access the publication of the videos on the YouTube channel
« Concorso Musicale Internazionale Firenze Online 2022 » and be included in its own
category: Composition (acoustic or digital), Singing (modern, lyric,
musical), Instruments (soloists and instrumental groups). Videos lasting more than 5
minutes may be reduced for publication on YouTube channel
From the publication of the video on the YouTube channel, a double selection is
made:
1Jury Prize of experts who decrees the first, second and third prizes of each category (
issued by the Technical Jury)
2 Audience Award through "like" on social media.
The list of Finalists chosen by the Jury and the Public will be published on the website
http://harmonia.firenze.it together with the composition of the jury of expert
musicians and singers of recognized competence, all the info, the declaration for
minors and updates.
The Jury and Audience Awards (first, second,third) in each category will consist of a
certificate of partecipation and free entry to events, shows, free internships, online
lessons. In addition to the publication on YouTube, there will be visibility in various

TV broadcasts and the final will be broadcast on Canale 50, Antenna 50,
Telemontecatini channels.
The Awards ceremony is scheduled on end of may, 2022 on broadcast TV
Play and sing in the garden, in the living room, in your rooms, with the clothing that
most identifies you or in line with the performance if it is musical theater, as there are
special prizes for fantasy, costume and for the most likeable location.

